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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (85)

Dear Ciro,
You have been helping my ex-husband Jeff for the last couple of years.
Jeff has been having several health problems, including cancer, for the
last years and our aim has been to help him mainly with his health.
He is not well, but he is doing much better than a couple of years ago.
Thank you!
While health is still the main concern, work has been a difficult
area for him for several years. He is very unhappy with his present
position.
I believe that to spend this birthday in Oshkosh, WI, where he
lives, would be a disaster. Saturn would be in exact conjunction
to MC.
He could go to New York for his birthday which would move
Saturn to IX and place the Mars/Uranus/Sun/Venus stellium in
second house.
He has applied for multiple grants that would give him the freedom that
he wants to work on his own.
Would that stellium in second help with that? Would that Jupiter in 4th
house be an indication of work at home?
He is an academic with a natal Jupiter in Gemini in 9th house.
Jeff, Born March 23,1954, at 1810 hrs, in Denver, Colorado, USA.
Best regards,
Eva,
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Dear Eva,
this news that you write regarding Jeff arrive to us with much pleasure.
Certainly the fight against cancer is a tough fight, but we must never lose
hoping and, together medicine, the stars are very useful.
The Aimed Solar Return of New York demonstrate that you are going
very well in the way of thinking of this school and what you say is very true
(the combination of the stellium in the 2nd House and Jupiter in IV).
But you did not notice that in the ASR of New York there are three
Celestials between the First and the Twelfth House, and this is like having
the Ascendant in the 12th House: it is not possible.
But, fortunately, working primarily with the geographical latitude we can
correct this error and remaining in the United States, in Port De Paix, Haiti,
to get the right result.
An affectionate greeting to Jeff.

ASR 2013 Port De Paix Haiti For Jeff

ASR 2013 New York For Jeff
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Port De Paix Haiti Map

***

Dear Mr Discepolo,
Thank you so much for your immediate responce and for your interest!
I'm really thinking very seriously over your suggestion.
It's just that I'd rather have also something to do in that place, since I'm
putting so much money for the trip.
Do you think Reyjavik could be an option instead? (It gives almost the
same ASC, but Jupiter is just below the DC) You see, I found a workcamp
there, so I was thinking to combine it.
Wishing you the best for your birthday,
Gina

Dear Gina,
what you write is not possible because to Reykjavik you would have
Saturn in the Tenth House and this could also mean becoming a "homless".
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Yesterday I had forecasted that you would do me some proposals of
alternatives, but I warned you: you do not know the 34 rules and even if you
propose the Azores, Cape Verde, Senegal and many other locations, I should
tell you that they are not possible.
For this reason yesterday I invited you to follow my advice
without discussing it because you can not learn the rules of Active
Astrology in 10 days ...
If you think you can trust me, then go to Saint John's in Canada.
Otherwise you should stay at home.
Again many wishes.
***

Dear Ciro,
I was born on 2nd September 1973 at 8:00 am in Karachi - Pakistan.
I have been going through my ASRs and when I looked the SR of
2013-2014 I was stunned as to being at a loss as to the year 20132014 in question.
Can you please have a deep look into the chart with your best
skills known by every Returns Lover that what the outlook seems,
especially for the 2nd house, as there is an outstanding
configuration, but from what I read about Ju in 2nd is making me
confused in deciding the final outlook and remedies I must take,
should it hit my finance negatively.
Also, Mars is with POF which seems very much outflow
undoubtedly. Can you please elaborate the exact position of the chart
especially the 2nd H, which is my 10th House in the Natal and
coincidentally, in Natal there's Saturn and in SR there's Saturn in Natal's
2nd House, i.e. Scorpio.
Also, I am attaching the Natal and SR to save your precious time to the
possible extent from my side.
Thank you!
Imran from Pakistan (posted by c.d.)
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Dear Imran,
your Aimed Solar Return is not bad. It's true: Jupiter and Mars in the
2nd House can bring out a lot of money and do not let it enter.
But you have to wonder why so much money should be released?
The Sun is in the Fourth House: your home. The Ascendant is in 9^h
House. Uranus is on the cusp X/11^ House and Neptune is in 9^ House.
Missing several months and maybe you have not plan your future yet, but I
think that I read well what mean your stars: I think that you will decide,
between 2013 and 2014, to leave Karachi and to go and to live far away.
In this case you will spend money for a new home and a trip for a new job.
But this could be good for you. You could even change job (Uranus in
the Tenth House).
Neptune in 9^ speaks us about some your fears to go and live far away.
In this situation I would leave this ASR for Karachi.
If, however, these are not your intentions, then tell me what you want to
achieve and how far you're willing to go to spend your next birthday. I will
choose a good ASR that perhaps I have already recommended to Alfred,
for you, a few days ago.
Best wishes.
P.S. In my school we don't read where the Houses of the ASR will fall in
the Natal Chart.

ASR 2013 Karachi For Imran

***
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Hello dear Ciro!
How are you? First, let me congratulate you.
I wish you a great trip, and more success to AA, which is a great learning
experience for me.
In December, I spent my ARS in South Africa and I see that I am already
getting fruit. But now, I write to take some questions in order to define the
next ASR for my wife Fernanda.
The result of her last RS has been wonderful and She was more benefited
by Jupiter which crossed her X natal´s house. A lot of good things are
happening to her.
So I started the preliminary research for her next ASR thi year and I
need your insightful vision. (Fernanda Birth: 01 April 1976, at 14:05, Porto
Alegre, Brazil).
Initially, I found San Antonio Oeste in Argentina (Sun conjunct Venus in
the MC) that seemed a good option for her, but We don´t want the restriction
of Saturn in the 5th house of love!
So, I researched the ASR in "Easter Island" where she would have an
AS in X House and Jupiter in the first house. However, during the year,
some heavy transits will happen, like Uranus that will be in conjunction with
the Sun for a few months and then it will becomes retrograde.
Do you think that Easter Island is "possible" for her ASR? What is your
suggestion, if she has few days to travel?
Thank you very much! Jose Jorge Junior (Fernanda Birth: 01 April 1976,
at 14:05, Porto Alegre, Brazil).
Jose Jorge Jr. from Brazil

Dear Jose,
my compliments! The best Aimed Solar Return for 2013 for your
wife Fernanda is Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, where the Sun and
Venus are in the Gauquelin Zone, near the Midheaven, Jupiter is very
closed to the Ascendant (beautiful!) and Saturn is at 3 ° degrees out
of the cusp of the 5th House.
Best wishes.
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ASR 2013 Stanley Falklands For Fernanda

***

Dear Ciro,
I don't know if you have time to answer this but I will take my
chances. I am getting ready to book my flight for my 2013 ASR to
Timaru, New Zealand.
I am wondering if you could look at Auckland, New Zealand as an
alternative? It is cheaper, faster, and easier travel for me, but changes the
chart a little.
I am wondering if Auckland SR would be good for a new business
venture or might indicate possible inheritance (Ascendant is closer to 8th).
Thank you kindly sir, Julie 10:24am Feb 24, 1968. Oshkosh, WI

Dear Julie,
I recommend you a lot of not stoppping in Aukland.
Of course you would a trip faster and cheaper, but there the Aimed
Solar Return gives you a Saturn dangerously closed to the cusp of X/11^
Houses! (safety distance is minimal!). Make this effort and you will be
more satisfied by this choice.
Best wishes.
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